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About This Game

Riders of Asgard is a fun and challenging Viking BMX game. Unlock new maps and items to upgrade your Bike and Rider, and
access previously unreachable places. Riders of Asgard features a full single player campaign as well as local multiplayer to take

on your friends!

Riders of Asgard is much more than your average run-of-the-mill, Viking BMX game. It’s a historically correct Viking BMX
game, with historically accurate Viking bikes and locations.

So go ahead! Be the Biking Viking!
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Choose Your Path - Play the level as you see fit and choose your own path to pull off the best tricks and unlock the
special bar.

Choose Your Style - Use the gold you earn while playing the game to upgrade your bike and viking.

Choose Your Tricks - While you play, choose your trick-set and use those tricks to earn more points and climb the
leader board.

Choose Your Opponents - Take on the world by competing on the various leader boards, or out trick a friend in Local
Multiplayer.

Choose Your Control - The game has full controller support, and features various Assists you can enable or disable at
any time. A controller is recommended but keyboards are also supported.
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Title: Riders of Asgard
Genre: Indie, Sports
Developer:
Gobbo Games
Publisher:
Gobbo Games
Release Date: 31 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Quad-core Intel or AMD, 2.5 GHz or faster

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible graphics card

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 11 compatible sound card

English
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Very addicting, steep learning curve. Despite it's age still holds up.. quot;Kaboom"
This game is just great!
Graphics are great, and most important thing is physics makes it look very nice and sometimes make you think even more than
you thought you need.
+++Physics are just awesome in the game
+Graphics are good.
-Puzzels aren't so challanging but are not so much easy.
--Animation takes sometimes too much time and you will just find yourself waiting and waiting
Final Score: 7.5/10. Not my kind of game: Aracadey and repetitive. Guns play like toys. No two handed gunplay at all, neither
dual pistols nor two handed rifled. Only wave mode and predefined challenges.

If you like trying for highscore again and again, this may be for you. Except for that, there is not much in this game. The general
experience is polished though.. Will someone make a good football game for the pc!!!!!!!!!!!!!. GOOD DANGIT HOLY
NATURE , i got sume real fat grizzly bears here , iiiiiiiiiiiihooooooooo LIVE ACTION IHAAAAA!. While the game is
charming and the graphics are alluring (if you like the neon aesthetic), the controls and overall gameplay are just unbearable.
These are the most clunky platforming controls I've ever encountered, especially when it comes to swinging. There's no real
precision and through the entire stretch of the game I made it through I found myself frustrated.

To make matters worse, the "creavures" don't follow each other. This means you have to basically do everything in the game
twice, back to back, to finish the levels. I'd much prefer the Trine approach, where you could swap characters on the fly.

Overall the game was somewhat enjoyable. I gave this one a fighting chance because I could tell there was a vision in this and
there was a certain charm. Unfortunately, even after forcing myself through 3 hours of the messy controls, I just couldn't push
myself to finish it. Can't really recommend it. It's pretty to look at, but frustrating to play.
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Worst game in my 1400 library. Controls dont work, options dont change.. hey yo pretty fun game :). enjoyable game, amazing
soundtrack and well designed.. This game is short (I beat it in two hours), but it's very cute, a lot of fun, and a great way to pass
an evening.. Great Game! This game is very unique and enjoyable, try it out for yourself!
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